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Abstract
This paper proposes a general framework to solve Non-Rigid Shape-from-Motion
(NRSfM) with the perspective camera under isometric deformations. Contrary to the
usual low-rank linear shape basis, isometry allows us to recover complex shape deformations from a sparse set of images. Existing methods suffer from ambiguities and may be
very expensive to solve. We bring four main contributions. First, we formulate isometric NRSfM as a system of first-order Partial Differential Equations (PDE) involving the
shape’s depth and normal field and an unknown template. Second, we show this system
cannot be locally resolved. Third, we introduce the concept of infinitesimal planarity and
show that it makes the system locally solvable for at least three views. Fourth, we derive
an analytic solution which involves convex, linear least-squares optimization only, and
outperforms existing works.

1

Introduction

The 3D reconstruction of rigid scenes from multiple images has been extensively studied
over the last few decades. Rigidity strongly constrains the geometry of multiple images and
lies at the heart of Shape-from-Motion (SfM) [9]. However, rigid reconstruction techniques
fail when applied directly to deforming objects such as the human body or a piece of cloth.
Shape-from-Template (SfT) reconstructs shape from a single image given a 3D shape template [2, 15] and thus handles deforming shapes. Non-Rigid Shape-from-Motion (NRSfM)
is the general problem of reconstructing a deforming 3D shape from multiple monocular
images [16, 19]. NRSfM is a much harder problem than SfM and SfT and still involves
unresolved challenges. Both SfT and NRSfM are based on prior object constraints from two
categories i) shape space constraints, usually modeled by statistical models such as the lowrank shape model [6, 17] and ii) deformation space constraints, usually derived from physics
such as isometry [1, 15], conformity [2] and linear elasticity [12]. Existing SfT methods
have been extensively based on isometry, which has been shown to be a very good model for
many types of materials.
Using isometry in NRSfM is a very appealing idea. However, most of the recent solution
attempts suffer from theoretical or practical problems. [5, 16] use the orthographic camera
c 2014. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
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to recover the shape’s normal locally; they suffer from local two-fold ambiguities and significantly degrade for shorter focal lengths. [18] specifically addresses the case of piecewise
planar surfaces; it uses the perspective camera but still has patch-wise two-fold unresolved
ambiguities induced by the processing of image pairs. [19] solves NRSfM for both perspective and orthographic cameras with a relaxed version of the isometry constraint but uses a
costly optimization process.
We propose a general framework to formulate and solve NRSfM with the perspective
camera and under isometric deformations. Our contributions are fourfold. First we give
a new formulation of isometric NRSfM as a nonlinear system of first-order Partial Differential Equations (PDE) involving the shapes’ normal and depth functions. Our formulation
includes an unknown template, and has SfT as a special case. Second, we show that independent solutions for depth and normal in our system of PDEs are underconstrained. This is an
important result since it tells us that NRSfM cannot be solved locally using only first-order
PDEs, in contrast to SfT [2]. Third, we introduce infinitesimal planarity which assumes that
the shape’s second-order derivatives are zero pointwise. We show that this makes the system
of PDEs locally solvable for at least three views. Fourth, we propose an algorithm which
involves only linear least-squares. We show that our method outperforms existing work on
challenging synthetic and real data with groundtruth.

2

Previous Work

Current NRSfM methods may be grouped into two categories. The first category uses statistical shape space priors. They usually model the shape space with the low-rank shape
model [3]. It may be learnt a priori [7] or jointly reconstructed with shape and motion, as
in the so-called non-rigid factorization methods [6, 17]. These methods usually use supplemental priors such as temporal smoothness [17]. A very related framework is the one
of trajectory priors [8]. Methods based on the low-rank shape model handle objects such
as faces, but are not well-adapted to objects with very large shape spaces such as pieces of
paper. They usually require a large number of images. The second category of methods
uses physics-based deformation priors. [16] addresses the problem of isometric NRSfM for
local patches with the orthographic camera. [5] shows that local reconstruction with the orthographic cameras is ambiguous and uses temporal smoothness to disambiguate. [18] uses
the perspective camera to reconstruct the shape’s normals for image pairs based on local homography decomposition [11]. The surfaces obtained for all image pairs are then registered
to complete reconstruction. This method is promising but has two main problems. First,
disambiguating the reconstructions obtained from image pairs is unresolved as smoothness
turns out to be unstable in many practical cases. Second, the computation of a local homography requires one to find a large enough image support, bounding the method to handle
piecewise planar deformations. [19] uses graph-based energy optimization with a discretized
shape space. Although its energy function handles missing correspondences and smoothness
priors the proposed energy is nonconvex, and the solution thus may not be guaranteed to be
optimal.
In contrast, our solution to isometric NRSfM is analytical and involves rounds of convex,
linear least-squares optimization only. We introduce a theoretical model that includes SfT as
a special case and that fills most of the gaps found in previous works. We use the perspective
camera model and, unlike [18] that assumes piecewise planarity, our concept of infinitesimal
planarity allows us to model general smooth shapes and deformations. We show that the
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solution is unique for more than two views with no two-fold ambiguities in normals and give
a general reconstruction method for n > 2 views.

3

A General Framework for Isometric Surfaces

We first review isometric SfT as in [1, 2]. We then extend SfT to NRSfM by adding more
views and keeping the template as an additional unknown. We finally analyze the existence
of local solutions of the NRSfM system.

3.1

SfT: Shape-from-Template

Figure 1.a shows a general diagram for SfT whose solution is based on the reprojection
and the deformation constraints [2]. The known template is represented by a 2D domain T
corresponding to the 3D template’s conformal flattening. The deformed shape S is modeled
by an unknown embedding ϕ ∈ C2 (T ; R3 ), and I is an image of S. We use Π to denote
perspective projection to coordinates normalized with respect to the camera intrinsics. The
registration between T and I is known and modeled by an image warp η ∈ C2 (T ; R2 ). The
reprojection constraint is then η = Π ◦ ϕ. Let ϕ = (ϕx ϕy ϕz )> where ϕx , ϕy , ϕz ∈ C2 (T ; R)
model each dimension of ϕ.
If S results of an isometric deformation of the 3D template, and since T was obtained by
conformal flattening, the deformation constraint is that the first fundamental form of ϕ is a
scaled identity matrix [2]:
2
J>
(1)
ϕ Jϕ = λ I2×2 ,
where J is the first-order partial derivatives operator and λ ∈ C2 (T ; R+ ) is the flattening
scale. As the two columns of Jϕ are orthogonal we may rewrite Eq. (1) as:
(Jϕ λ ξ )(Jϕ λ ξ )> = λ 2 I3×3 .

(2)

where ξ ∈ C2 (T ; R3 ) models the surface normal field. Note that ξ depends on ϕ, as it
is a unitary vector orthogonal to the two columns of Jϕ . To summarize, SfT consists of
finding the embedding ϕ and normal field ξ given the warp η, the flattening scale λ and the
projection Π, by solving a nonlinear PDE system:
2

3

Find ϕ ∈ C (T ; R ) st

(
(Jϕ λ ξ )(Jϕ λ ξ )> = λ 2 I3×3
η = Π◦ϕ

Deformation
Reprojection.

(3)

Eq. (3) involves first-order derivatives of the unknown function ϕ. Following [1], differentiating the reprojection constraint and substituting it into the deformation constraint yields:
2
>
>
2
>
Jη J>
η + λ (JΠ ◦ ϕ)ξ ξ (JΠ ◦ ϕ) = λ (JΠ ◦ ϕ)(JΠ ◦ ϕ) ,

(4)

where JΠ ◦ ϕ is a 2 × 3 matrix that only depends on the surface depth ϕz . Eq. (4) is a PDE
system of 3 independent equations in ϕz and ξ . Very recently, [2] obtained the pointwise solutions of Eq. (4), by ignoring the differential relationship between ϕz and ξ . Those solutions
are called non-holonomic and [2] showed that they can be obtained analytically.

4
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Figure 1: Geometric modeling of SfT and NRSfM.

3.2

From SfT to NRSfM: No Known Template, but More Images

To extend the first-order differential modeling of SfT to NRSfM we introduce n images
showing a different deformation and keep the template T as an unknown. We use the index
i = 1, . . . , n to define the i-th shape Si , image Ii , warp ηi and embedding ϕi . The inter-image
registration warp ηi, j is known and related to the unknown warps ηi and η j as ηi, j = η j ◦ηi−1 .
We denote as ψi, j ∈ C2 (Si ; S j ) the unknown isometric deformation between Si and S j , where
ϕ j = ψi, j ◦ ϕi . From Eq. (1), it is clear that ψi, j preserves the first fundamental form between
ϕi and ϕ j :

(5)
J
ϕi Jϕi = Jϕ j Jϕ j
In NRSfM the objective is to find the embeddings ϕi , i = 1, . . . , n and the unknown template
T given the pairwise image warps:
 T ⊂ R2

Find  ϕi ∈ C2 (T ; R3 ) st
i = 1, . . . , n

3.3


−1

j = 1, . . . , n j = i
ηi, j = η j ◦ ηi
ηi = Π ◦ ϕi


(Jϕi λ ξi )(Jϕi λ ξi ) = λ 2 I3×3

Consistency
Reprojection (6)
Deformation.

Isometric NRSfM is not Locally Solvable at First-Order

We show that system (6) can be expressed as a nonlinear PDE system in terms of the surfaces’
depth and normal, and the unknown template. Our main result is that the resulting system is
not locally solvable, which means that its non-holonomic solutions are underconstrained. We
first derive the NRSfM system for two views i and j. We start from Eq. (4), which combines
the reprojection and deformation constraints of Eq. (6). We parametrize Jηi ∈ C2 (T ; R2×2 )
in the following general form:


1 β
Jηi = σ MRθ with Rθ R
=
I
and
M
=
,
(7)
2×2
θ
0 α
where Rθ is a 2D rotation of angle θ . Invoking Cholesky decomposition, the 4 dimensions
2

of R2×2 are equivalent to (σ , θ , β , α). Jηi J
ηi = σ MM reveals that Eq. (4) is invariant
to the 2D rotation Rθ . To use Eq. (4) with ϕ j whilefollowing the consistency relation in
Eq. (6), we differentiate ηi, j = η j ◦ ηi−1 to Jη j ◦ ηi−1 J−1
ηi = Jηi, j and use Eq. (7) to obtain:
−1
Jη j ◦ ηi = σ Jηi, j MRθ . By multiplying each side to the right by its transpose, the rotation
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vanishes:
Jη j ◦ ηi−1



Jη j ◦ ηi−1

>

= σ 2 Jηi, j MM> J>
ηi, j .

5

(8)

As T is just required to be a conformal flattening of the 3D template we may choose the
scale factor σ = λ . Introducing Eq. (7) and (8) in Eq. (4) we obtain the isometric NRSfM
system of PDEs for two unknown surfaces ϕi and ϕ j :
(
MM> + (JΠ ◦ ϕ1 )ξi ξi> (JΠ ◦ ϕi )> = (JΠ ◦ ϕi )(JΠ ◦ ϕi )>
(9)
>
>
>
Jηi, j MM> J>
ηi, j + (JΠ ◦ ϕ j )ξ j ξ j (JΠ ◦ ϕ j ) = (JΠ ◦ ϕ j )(JΠ ◦ ϕ j ) .
Eq. (9) is an algebraic system of 6 equations and 8 unknowns (ϕi,z , ξi , ϕ j,z , ξ j , α, β ) at every
point. The non-holonomic solutions of system (9) are thus underconstrained for two views.
In the general case of n views the system has 3n+2 unknowns and 3n independent equations.
Its non-holonomic solutions are thus underconstrained for n > 2 views as well. Our main
result is that without further assumptions, one cannot solve isometric NRSfM by relaxing
the relationship between depth and normal, as was done in SfT [1, 2].

4

Infinitesimally Planar Isometric NRSfM

We show isometric NRSfM can be solved locally (and analytically) if we assume that the
surfaces are infinitesimally planar. This approximation is equivalent to representing the surfaces with triangular meshes, where the size of the triangles is infinitesimally small. The
result is that higher order surface derivatives are locally zero.

4.1

Infinitesimal Projective Structure

We define ϕ̂i as the locally planar approximation of the embedding ϕi :
ϕ̂i = ϕi + Jϕi δ ,

(10)

where δ ∈ R2 are local 2D coordinates around each point in T . Eq. (10) parametrizes the
tangent planes of Si . We show next that two corresponding tangent planes on Si and S j are
related by a rigid transform when ψi, j is an isometry.
Differentiating ϕ j = ψi, j ◦ ϕi gives Jϕ j = (Jψi, j ◦ ϕi )Jϕi . Using Eq. (5) we show that the

3 × 3 matrix Jψ ◦ ϕi is indeed orthonormal:
(Jψi, j ◦ ϕi )> (Jψi, j ◦ ϕi ) = I3×3 .
(11)
Using Eq. (11) we represent ϕ̂ j as a rigid transformation of ϕ̂i :
>
>
>
J>
ϕ j Jϕ j = Jϕi (Jψi, j ◦ ϕi ) (Jψi, j ◦ ϕi )Jϕi = Jϕi Jϕi

=⇒

ϕ̂ j = ϕ j + Jϕ j δ = ψi, j ◦ ϕi + (Jψi, j ◦ ϕi )Jϕi δ = ti j + Ri j ϕ̂i .

(12)

where Ri j = Jψi, j ◦ ϕi is a 3D rotation from Eq. (11) and ti j = ψi, j ◦ ϕi − Ri j ϕi = ϕ j − Ri j ϕi
represents a translation. Eq. (12) means that two corresponding tangent planes in Si and S j
are related by a rigid transform.
We modify the reprojection constraint in Eq. (6) for an infinitesimally planar surface as
η̂i = Π ◦ ϕ̂i . η̂i as a function of δ is the warp between the template
  and the projection of
η̂i
the tangent plane. Using homogeneous coordinates we have
∝ ϕ̂i and from Eq. (10)
1

6
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η̂i
δ
∝ Hi
, with Hi = (Jϕi ϕi ). The warp η̂i is thus a homography induced by the
1
1
tangent plane. The image warp η̂i, j = η̂ j ◦ η̂i−1 too is thus a homography given by Hi, j =
H j H−1
i .
The structure of Hi, j is well-known [11]: it represents the transformation between two
images showing the projection of two planes related by a rigid transform (the above-derived
Ri j and ti j ). From [11], Hi, j can be decomposed as:
Hi, j = Ri j + ξi t>
ij,

where Ri j = Jψ ◦ ϕi

and ti j = ϕ j − Ri j ϕi .

(13)

Given Hi, j , we can thus extract the normal field of the surface and ϕi , However, [11] shows
that there is always a two-fold solution for ξi , Ri j and ti j . With two views it is thus not
possible to disambiguate reconstruction. Extra cues must be introduced. [18] proposes to
use smoothness but it is not guaranteed to give the correct solution. If we use three or more
views we get a collection of normals for each point (i.e. two for each pair of views). We can
thus disambiguate the normals using more than 2 views and clustering the normals to find an
agreement with the dot-product measure. A more detailed explanation is given in §4.3.

4.2

Differential Homography Computation

We now show how to obtain Hi, j from the registration warp ηi, j . Given a point p ∈ Ii , we
assume that ηi, j (p + ε) = η̂i, j (ε) for a small ε = (εu εv )> , which gives:




 
a b c
ρ(ε)ηi, j (p + ε)
ε
(14)
= Hi, j
where Hi, j = g h k  ,
ρ(ε)
1
d e 1
and ρ(ε) = dεx +eεy +1 is an unknown linear function. When ε = 0 then ρ = 1 and ηi, j (p) =
(c k)> , from which we obtain c and k. By taking first and second derivatives with respect to
ε on both sides of Eq. (14) and evaluating them at ε = 0 we obtain the following system of
equations in the elements of Hi, j :



∂ 2 ηi, j
−2d(a − cd)
a − cd b − ce
=
Jηi, j =
−2d(g − kd)
g − kd h − ke
∂ u2




2
2
∂ ηi, j
∂ ηi, j
−2e(b − ce)
−2d(b − ce) − ae
=
=
.
−2e(h − ke)
−2d(h − ke) − ge
∂ v2
∂ u∂ v

 
c
ηi, j =
k



(15)

System (15) gives 12 equations for 8 unknowns as all derivatives of η are known. We solve
it using linear least-squares.

4.3

Algorithm

Our algorithm involves the following steps given n views of the surface: 1) Select one view
as the reference and compute the registration warp with respect to all other views using
e.g. [20]. 2) For every point in the reference view and every possible pair (n − 1 pairs)
we obtain a homography using first and second order derivatives of the registration warp
(Eq. (15)). 3) Decompose the n − 1 homographies that we obtain for each point between the
reference image to the others. Thus we have two normals from each homography at this step.
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4) Remove normals that are not front facing. 5) Cluster the normals and obtain two normals
corresponding to the two largest clusters: if the two largest clusters are similarly supported,
then disambiguate using agreement with neighbours (e.g. smoothness). Otherwise keep the
normal of the largest cluster. 6) Integrate the normal field to obtain the reference surface embedding. 7) To reconstruct the (n − 1) remaining surfaces we can either change the reference
surface or use SfT given that the surface computed for the reference image is now the known
template.
Even though 3 views is the minimal case, in practice we use more views to avoid ambiguities due to the presence of noise and deformations. Note that we can use any image as the
reference image for each point.

5

Experimental Evaluation

We tested our method with synthetic data along with two real datasets of a deforming piece
of paper and cloth. The different views show large deformations and wide baseline viewpoints. We computed image warps using SIFT keypoints [10] followed by robust registration [14]. We modeled the inter-image warps with Bicubic B-Splines (BBS) with 20 × 20
control points [4]. We compared our method (DiffH) with four other: DiscH is our pipeline
with discrete homography computation from 4 point correspondences hallucinated using η
at a distance r from the central point, Varol09 [18], Taylor10 [16] and Vicente12 [19]. The
comparison was done for various numbers of views and noise levels for the synthetic data
and for different numbers of views for the real datasets. Quantitative evaluations were obtained by measuring the shape error (mean error of the computed normals in degrees) and
the depth error (mean error in the reconstructed 3D coordinates).

5.1

Synthetic Data

We simulated 10 different scenes of an isometrically deformed sheet of paper [13]. The
images were taken at a focal length of 200 px and their dimensions are 640 px × 480 px.
We randomly selected 400 correspondences computed with a Gaussian noise of standard
deviation σ in px. We varied the number of views from n = 4 to n = 10 and the noise
standard deviation from σ = 0 to σ = 4 px. We fixed n = 10 for the evaluation in varying
noise and σ = 1.2 px for the evaluation in varying number of views. The results are shown
in the top row of figure 2.
The results show that Taylor10 and Vicente12 do not produce correct reconstructions with
the shape error around 80 degrees. The reason for this is for the most part, the perspective
nature of the images. Both Taylor10 and Vicente12 methods use the orthographic camera.
The depth errors for these two methods are not shown as they go beyond the scale used in
the graphs. Using 10 views and no added noise, we observed a depth error of 194.14 mm
for Taylor10 and 209.2 mm for Vicente12. Varol09 also failed to produce good results as its
approach to normal disambiguation using solely smoothness is too weak. The shape error for
DiffH on the other hand, remains lower than 10 degrees for n > 4. DiscH follows behind with
shape error about 4 degrees larger than that for DiffH. Clearly DiscH is able to reconstruct
the surfaces in most circumstances but we observe better reconstructions with DiffH owing
to the more stable local homographies. As DiscH estimates the homographies using a radius
parameter that determines how many points or the area of the object are considered for a
single homography, the accuracy of the result for a particular value of the radius parameter

8
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depends heavily on the deformation. We use the optimal value for r in DiscH, while we also
observed that at the limit with very small values of r the reconstructions were worse.

5.2

The Real Datasets

We have constructed two different real datasets. The first shows a sheet of paper (the Hulk
dataset) and the second shows a T-shirt (the T-shirt dataset). The Hulk dataset consists of
a set of 10 images taken at different unrelated smooth deformations. We use the cover of a
comics as texture. The image size is 4928 px × 3264 px with a focal length of 3800 px. The
T-shirt dataset also consists of a set of 10 images taken at different deformations. The image
size is 4800 px × 3200 px with a focal length of 3800 px. We used SfM using several images
to compute the ground truth 3D shape for both of these datasets.
We evaluated the five different methods with varying number of views. The results are
shown in the bottom row of figure 2 and confirm our observations for the synthetic data.
Again the depth errors are shown only for the three methods: DiffH, DiscH and Varol09.
With 10 views, the mean depth error for Taylor10 is 48.4 mm and for Vicente12 it is 86.5 mm
in the Hulk dataset, and in the T-shirt dataset they are 47.3 mm and 76.9 mm respectively.
We also show the texture mapped reconstructions obtained using 10 views for all the
compared methods on three simple examples for each real dataset in figure 3. The results
show that Taylor10 and Vicente12 miscalculated the flips and thus reconstructed the wrong
shape because they use the orthographic camera. Varol09 does not disambiguate the normals
properly in most cases, thus producing good shape only for some parts of the object or for
some specific deformations. These observations can also be confirmed by the shape and
depth error measurements given below each reconstruction.

6

Conclusions

We have presented in this paper the first differential modeling and study of isometric NRSfM.
Our model unifies SfT and NRSfM and shows that non-holonomic solutions in NRSfM are
underconstrained: the relationship between depth and normal cannot be directly relaxed as in
SfT. We have shown however that the problem has a solution for n > 2 views if we consider
the surface embeddings to be infinitesimally planar. Our solution involves only linear leastsquares and analytical homography decompositions. We have given a method to deal with
ambiguities in the general case of n views. We showed that our method clearly outperforms
the state of the art and produces very accurate results in sparse unordered datasets that show
wide-baseline viewpoints and large deformations.
Acknowledgements. This research has received funding from the EU’s FP7 through the
ERC research grant 307483 FLEXABLE.
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Figure 2: Error plots for synthetic data and the real datasets.
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Figure 3: Qualitative results for three examples in the Hulk dataset and the T-shirt dataset:
es is the shape error in degrees and ed is the depth error in mm.
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